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Abstract: Extreme ultraviolet microscopy and wavefront sensing are key elements for next-
generation ultrafast applications, such as chemically-resolved imaging, focal spot diagnostics in
pump-and-probe experiments, and actinic metrology for the state-of-the-art lithography node at
13.5 nm wavelength. Ptychography offers a robust solution to the aforementioned challenges.
Originally adapted by the electron and synchrotron communities, advances in the stability and
brightness of high-harmonic tabletop sources have enabled the transfer of ptychography to the
laboratory. This review covers the state of the art in tabletop ptychography with high harmonic
generation sources. We consider hardware options such as illumination optics and detector
concepts as well as algorithmic aspects in the analysis of multispectral ptychography data. Finally,
we review technological application cases such as multispectral wavefront sensing, attosecond
pulse characterization, and depth-resolved imaging.
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1. Introduction

The ability to perform tabletop extreme ultraviolet (XUV) microscopy is a longstanding scientific
challenge. Its potential is to combine the relatively short wavelength and the availability of
atomic resonances across the periodic table into high-resolution, chemically-resolved imaging [1].
In addition, many modern XUV sources are controlled by ultrashort pulses, which makes them
ideally suited to investigate transient phenomena at femto- and attosecond time scales, for instance
by means of spectroscopic as well as pump-and-probe-type experiments [2,3]. While there exists
a plethora of source concepts for the generation of XUV radiation, the principle of high harmonic
generation (HHG) [4,5] arguably outperforms other techniques available to date in terms of
coherent photon flux [6–8]. This in turn enables the transfer of a variety of coherent imaging
techniques, which were previously available only at large-scale facilities such as synchrotrons
and free-electron lasers, to laboratory-scale XUV microscopes. In particular, ptychography
[9,10] is now available at compact XUV sources, as first demonstrated in the pioneering work
by Seaberg et al. [11]. Ptychography is a lensless imaging technique, meaning that no imaging
optics are required downstream of a sample under investigation, which considerably facilitates the
experimental geometry and flux efficiency as compared to lens-based XUV microscopy setups.
Moreover, it inherently exploits amplitude and phase contrast, which enables a quantitative
investigation of material properties, a capability that many competing imaging techniques lack.
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Early experimental demonstrations of XUV tabletop microscopy explored a variety of source
as well as imaging concepts. Incoherent plasma as well as coherent XUV lasers have been used
in both scanning and full field imaging modes [12–18]. The aforementioned techniques either
directly recorded a magnified image of the sample, for instance using Fresnel zone plates as
imaging optics, or employed a translation stage, measuring extended objects pixel by pixel by
scanning it through a focused beam. While full-field and scanning microscopy are routinely
applied in other spectral domains, such as the visible and near infrared region where they are found
in many biomedical applications [19,20], their XUV implementation faces unique challenges.
The high absorption of virtually all elements across the periodic table including air requires
operation in vacuum. For the same reason, refractive imaging optics such as conventional lenses
are flux inefficient and therefore not available. Instead, reflective mirrors or tailor-made diffractive
optical elements (DOEs) are typically employed as objectives and condensers of XUV imaging
systems. However, while reflective XUV optics tend to be flux efficient, they are challenging to
fabricate at high numerical aperture and large spectral bandwidth. Vice versa, zone plates can be
used for wavefront shaping and high numerical aperture focusing, but tend to have low efficiency
by lack of suitable phase shifting materials in the XUV. The prevalently used binary (absorptive)
DOEs are limited to an efficiency of about 10% [21]. Cascaded operation of absorptive DOEs
results in excessive losses, underlining the need for lensless imaging concepts.

With the advent of coherent diffractive imaging (CDI), first demonstrated with x-rays at a
synchrotron facility [22] and later at an HHG tabletop source [23], a computational lensless
imaging approach became available that bypasses many of the shortcomings of lenses in the
short-wavelength range. CDI may be regarded as a fundamentally different imaging paradigm as
compared to lens-based techniques: instead of forming a direct, magnified image of a sample
of interest, a diffraction pattern is recorded. Typically this diffraction pattern is related to the
Fourier transform of the sample but lacks phase information, similar to crystallography where
the electron density of a crystal is uncovered from a sequence of Bragg reflections [24]. The
unknown phase information can be recovered by means of phase retrieval algorithms, provided
that a priori knowledge about the specimen is available [25–28]. Unfortunately such a priori
information is oftentimes either not available or not sufficient for the reconstruction of complex
real-world samples. Ptychography solves this problem by measuring not a single diffraction
pattern but a sequence of diffraction patterns from laterally overlapping scan positions, thus
effectively overconstraining the underlying inverse problem while requiring only minimal a priori
information (such as scan positions and the assumption that the beam was widely stable throughout
the scan). Moreover, the large amount of data available in ptychography enables a deconvolution
of the illumination beam profile and the sample under investigation. Thus the technique can
jointly be used for wavefront sensing, with applications to optics characterization and focal spot
diagnostics [29–33], and for quantitative absorption and phase imaging [9,10,34–39].

Within its first decade of existence, ptychography has revolutionized XUV microscopy, with
an expanding application space fueled by the ever increasing flux available via HHG [40–43].
In this review we cover the principles of XUV ptychography, starting from XUV generation as
well as its interaction with matter, and detector concepts (see section 2). We discuss algorithmic
aspects in XUV ptychography in section 3, including wave optical considerations in transmission
and reflection mode, illumination optics, multispectral operation, and practical considerations
for experimental design as well as data analysis. In section 4. we consider emergent XUV
applications of ptychography, wavefront sensing, pulse characterization, and routes towards 3D
XUV imaging. The article closes with future opportunities and challenges in compact XUV
ptychography (see section 5).
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2. Generation, properties and detection of XUV radiation

2.1. Tabletop sources of extreme ultraviolet radiation

Extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiation is characterized by photon energies between 30 eV and
250 eV [1]. Typical XUV tabletop sources utilize either radiation emitted by discharge- (DPP)
and laser-produced (LPP) plasmas, light amplification in laser-ionized media or high harmonic
generation (HHG) driven by infrared femtosecond lasers. LPP and DPP sources emit light from
hot and dense plasmas covering XUV radiation up to x-ray photon energies [44–46]. Initially
designed for projection lithography at 13.5 nm wavelength, these sources are nowadays employed
for a wide range of metrology, imaging, and spectroscopy applications [47–51]. Although hot
and dense plasmas are localized light sources, the spatial coherence of the emitted radiation is not
sufficient for high-resolution lensless imaging. Narrowing of the angular emission spectrum with
a simple pinhole to improve spatial coherence comes at the cost of a strongly reduced photon
flux. Nevertheless, this concept has successfully been implemented and enabled ptychography
in the XUV (17 nm wavelength) [50,52] and recently in the x-ray range (0.13 nm wavelength)
[53] at compact radiation sources. Due to the limited coherent photon flux on the sample, the
resolution achieved was only moderate: 100 nm has been achieved in the XUV and >900 nm in
the x-ray experiment.

Light amplification in an excited plasma volume has been successfully employed to enable
lasers in the XUV and soft x-ray spectral region [54–57]. However, the required laser pulse
energies for exciting a sufficiently long plasma are of the order of 1 J, which requires high energy
laser systems for pumping. Nevertheless, nanoscale imaging has been successfully demonstrated
with XUV lasers [15,17,58].

The process of HHG, which was first reported in 1987 [4,5], provides an alternative route to
coherent tabletop XUV radiation by frequency converting visible and infrared femtosecond laser
pulses into the XUV. It usually relies on noble gases, provided by a jet, a cell or a pressurized
waveguide acting as the nonlinear medium. Ionization, followed by propagation of a free electron
in the strong driving laser field, and radiative recombination with the parent ion describe the basic
process on a single-emitter scale [59]. In addition, phase-matching of all involved emitters in the
interaction volume and re-absorption of the generated XUV radiation need to be considered to
optimize the conversion efficiency of HHG. The HHG process is usually repeated at multiple
half-cycles of the driving laser field resulting in the generation of odd harmonic orders. Longer
driving pulses generate harmonic lines with smaller bandwidth. In contrast, few-cycle driving
pulses or advanced gating techniques can restrict the emission to a single half-cycle resulting
in a continuous spectrum and the generation of isolated attosecond pulses [2,60]. The highest
photon energy that can be efficiently generated, the so-called cutoff energy, is determined by the
wavelength of the driving laser, the utilized target gas, the driving laser intensity, and the phase
matching conditions [60]. A typical HHG spectrum obtained with a long driving laser is shown
in Fig. 1.

The conversion efficiency into a single harmonic line reaches 10−5 under optimized conditions
[62–64]. Hence, the typical average power of HHG sources driven by a conventional watt-class
titanium- sapphire-based femtosecond laser is in the µW-range, corresponding to∼ 1012 photons/s.
The available photon flux can, however, significantly be increased by employing modern high
average power femtosecond lasers as drivers [41], recycling of the unconverted fundamental
pulses in an enhancement cavity [43], or the generation of high-order harmonics within a
femtosecond laser oscillator [65–67]. In addition, cascaded frequency conversion schemes, e.g.
second or third harmonic generation in nonlinear crystals followed by high harmonic generation
in noble gases, have demonstrated significantly higher conversion efficiencies [68] enabling
average powers in the milliwatt range for photon energies up to 32 eV today [42]. An overview
on existing high photon flux HHG sources is given in Fig. 2. Each point represents the average
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Fig. 1. Typical high harmonic spectral characteristics produced from long driving pulses.
(a) Measured spatio-spectral distribution of the harmonics at optimal generation conditions
(7 bar backing pressure). The HHG signal has been analyzed with an imaging spectrometer
(flat-field grating) that allows observation of the divergence for each individual harmonic.
The right part of (a) shows the lineout (blue) and a Gaussian fit (red) of H57 at 68.6 eV. The
inset shows the focus of the XUV beam at 68.6 eV. (b) Integration along the divergence axis
leads to a spatially-averaged harmonic spectrum (blue). When accounting for the detection
efficiency and background absorption in the chamber a calibrated spectrum (red curve) can
be obtained. Reproduced with permission from [61] © The Optical Society.

power integrated over a single harmonic line up to a photon energy of 90 eV. For larger photon
energies each point represents the average power integrated within a 1 % bandwidth.

Fig. 2. Overview on the current state-of-the art high photon flux HHG sources. Single-pass
HHG sources based on Ti:Sa driving lasers are shown in red, while those based on fiber
laser systems are shown in blue. HHG sources based on enhancement cavities are shown in
black. The data has been taken from [40,42,61–64,68–84].
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A general trend, which is valid for all HHG sources, can be seen in Fig. 2: The average power
decreases with increasing photon energy. The highest available average power per harmonic
(or per bandwidth) is in the milliwatt range up to 32 eV and then drops to only 30 µW per
harmonic at 40 eV. At ∼ 70 eV this is further reduced to a few µW and at shorter wavelengths, the
reported average powers are even lower. This has important implications for nanoscale imaging.
Abbe’s limit states a proportionality between the wavelength used and the achievable resolution.
Thus compact XUV setups benefit from short wavelengths to achieve a high spatial resolution.
At the same time, a higher resolution increases the demand for photon flux nonlinearly. Rose
estimated that the photon flux required to resolve a two-dimensional object at a fixed contrast level
scales inversely with the square of the required resolution [85]. For three-dimensional imaging
applications, where the contrast level depends on thickness, the required flux has been estimated
to scale even with the inverse fourth power of the required resolution [86]. A compromise
between a sufficient average power and a preferably short wavelength has to be found. Thus,
current table-top ptychography setups operate at wavelengths between 40 nm and 13.5 nm.

2.2. Coherence

An important advantage of HHG sources for lensless imaging applications is their high degree
of spatial coherence, which they inherit by phase-coupling to the driving laser. Systematic
measurements of the degree of spatial coherence have been performed at various harmonic sources
via double-slits [6,8,87,88] or non-redundant pinhole arrays [89]. Fringe visibilities larger than 90
% have been reported for optimized generation conditions and small slit (pinhole) separations, as
shown in Fig. 3(a) (reproduced from [8]). Intensity-dependent phase distortions can nevertheless
alter the degree of spatial coherence of high harmonics. Thus, HHG sources generally have to be
treated as partially spatially coherent. By optimizing the generation conditions and selecting the
central part of the harmonic beam, a high degree of spatial coherence can be achieved. More
details on the underlying physics may be found in [90] (in the context of HHG) and in [91] (for
more general reference).

Fig. 3. Diffraction pattern of a high harmonic beam (∼ 5 harmonics centered at 31 eV)
behind pinhole pairs of various separations, together with lineouts of the images. The
separations are (a) 142 µm, (b) 242 µm, (c) 384 µm, and (d) 779 µm. Reproduced from [8] /
reprinted with permission from AAAS.
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2.3. Pulse duration and spectral characteristics

The process of HHG occurs within a very short temporal window, usually in <10 % of the
oscillation period of the driving laser [60]. For multi-cycle driving pulses, the process is repeated
at every half-cycle of the driving laser with sufficient intensity resulting in a burst of attosecond
pulses in the time domain and odd multiples of the fundamental frequency in the spectral domain.
If the harmonic emission is restricted to a single half cycle, isolated attosecond pulses can be
generated resulting in a broad, continuous spectrum. Both isolated and bursts of attosecond
pulses are well suited to probe ultrafast dynamics [2]. However, their broad bandwidth hinders
a direct application to lensless imaging and, in particular, ptychography. Thus, only a small
fraction of the broad harmonic spectrum is usually selected and focused on the sample. Recent
developments aim at enabling lensless microscopy with the very broad bandwidth of attosecond
pulses, which will potentially enable material-specific, three-dimensional and ultrafast imaging.
The related techniques and opportunities will be discussed in section 5.

2.4. Interaction of extreme ultraviolet light with matter

In the XUV as well as in the x-ray spectral region, the optical response is dominated by prominent
absorption edges. These edges appear as a result of ionization of core electrons into an unbound
state when the photon energy is sufficiently high. The shell from which the electron is excited
determines the name of these edges to K-, L-, M-, N-, O- and P- edges. As shown in Fig. 4,
nearly all elements of the periodic table exhibit at least one characteristic absorption edge in
the XUV spectral region. At energies slightly above these characteristic edges the absorption
coefficient is usually high, which can be exploited for high contrast imaging. In addition, the
refractive index experiences a strong modulation in the vicinity of absorption edges, which can
lead to a significant phase shift of transmitted XUV light. Despite the numerous absorption edges
and typically short penetration depths, there are a few spectral regions, where some materials
are rather transparent, often referred to as transparency windows. In the XUV, Na, Mg, Cs,
Al, Rb, Si, Sr and Zr provide suitable spectral windows with absorption lengths >0.5 µm. In
the soft x-ray region, C, Ca, Sc, Ti, and water provide suitable windows for imaging at finite
penetration depth. The most relevant transparency windows are displayed as horizontal bars in
Fig. 4. The so-called water window has been included in this graph, since it is a well-known
spectral region for biological imaging. Here water provides absorption lengths up to 10 µm,
while carbon is highly absorbing. This has already enabled 3D tomography of whole biological
cells at a synchrotron beamline [92].

Fig. 4. Overview on the characteristic absorption edges in the XUV and soft x-ray spectral
region for elements with an atomic number up to Z=86. The color encodes the shell
from which the electron is excited. The green, brown and blue horizontal bars mark the
transparency windows of aluminum, silicon and water. Data taken from [93].
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The diversity of absorption edges allows high contrast imaging in transmission with reasonable
penetration depth in many cases. However, the material composition of a sample has to be
taken into account in order to identify a suitable photon energy for imaging. In reflection,
amplitude and phase are also strongly dependent on the wavelength. Figure 5 illustrates the
dependency of the optical properties of various materials on the angle of incidence and the energy
of the incoming XUV beam (data from [93]). Figure 5(a) depicts the reflected intensity of the
s-polarization component of the incoming beam for selected elements as the angle between the
optical axis and the sample surface normal is varied. In this convention, 90 degrees corresponds
to grazing incidence. The different refractive indices for the various components give rise to
characteristic element-specific curves. This effect has recently been exploited to distinguish
different materials in an angle-resolved, reflection-mode ptychography setup [94]. In Fig. 5(b),
the reflected intensity for the s-polarization component of the incident field is shown for a fixed
angle of 70 degrees (20 degrees from grazing incidence). Here, for example the magnetic
transition metals (Fe, Co, Ni) show characteristic M-edge signatures in amplitude and phase
within the 52 eV to 68 eV range, followed by the Al L-edge at 73 eV. Figure 5(c) shows the
transmission of various elements assuming normal incidence and a layer thickness of 50 nm.
Again, the characteristic absorption edges are clearly visible in amplitude and phase. Both in
reflection and transmission energy-resolved imaging thus promises element specificity if the
wavelength range is correctly chosen. While energy-resolved ptychography has not been used for
element specificity in table-top XUV microscopy to date, recent studies indicate that this is a
nearby technology [95,96]. Generally, the transmissivity of all elements increases towards higher
energies and the reflectivity decreases. Current tabletop ptychography setups deploy energies
below 100 eV for which reflection geometries tend to provide a higher flux on the detector than in
transmission. While this is true for most but not all elements, reflection geometries additionally
avoid the need for elaborate sample thinning and are therefore particularly advantageous. Overall,
the XUV spectral region offers many opportunities for element-specific imaging both in reflection
and transmission.

2.5. Pixelated detectors for the extreme ultraviolet

Charge-coupled devices (CCDs) have been the detector of choice for many scientific imaging
applications during the last decades [97]. Commercially available back-illuminated CCD cameras
enable efficient direct detection of XUV photons in vacuum with a high quantum efficiency
and 100 % fill factor [98]. In addition, cooling of the detector via multi-stage Peltier-elements
reduces thermal noise to a minimum (<0.001 e-/pixel/s). However, applications in ptychography
suffer from a severe readout speed limitation due to the charge transfer from pixel to pixel.
Typically, the readout of a single 4 megapixel image requires >4 s at 1 MHz readout rate.
Although faster readout rates are possible, they are typically not used for XUV ptychography in
order to avoid an increase in electronic noise. Recently, a new generation of back-illuminated
scientific complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (sCMOS) cameras has been developed for
applications in the XUV and soft x-ray spectral region [99,100] and first devices are becoming
commercially available [101,102]. The sCMOS architecture allows for enormous frame rates up
to 74 Hz for 4 megapixel images, which is more than two orders of magnitude faster as compared
to XUV CCDs. In addition, sCMOS detectors provide superior quantum efficiency and linearity.
However, compared to XUV CCDs the pixel well depth is lower and the dark current is nearly
two orders of magnitude higher. Table 1 summarizes the most important technical parameters of
typical XUV-CCD and XUV-sCMOS detectors. Depending on the application, the most suited
detector can be selected. If a low dark current is required (e.g. at integration times >10 s), CCDs
are the best choice, while high frame rates and thus high scanning speeds can be achieved with
sCMOS detectors.
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Fig. 5. Reflectivity and transmissivity of various materials. (a) Reflectivity versus angle of
incidence for s-polarization at 92 eV, (b) reflectivity versus photon energy for s-polarization
at 70 degree angle of incidence, (c) transmissivity versus photon energy. The transmission
plots in (c) assume a layer thickness of 50 nm.

In the future, cryogenically-cooled detectors may offer additional capabilities such as noiseless
detection of single XUV photons. Moreover, their energy resolution can be of the order of 2 eV,
which would allow to determine the energy of each detected photon [103]. This would ultimately
enable spectrally-resolved imaging, when combined with a broadband illumination from HHG
sources.
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Table 1. Key parameters of typical pixelated XUV detectors. Abbreviations:
quantum efficiency (QE), no information available (n/a). Units:

Camera type Andor iKon-L [98] Andor Marana-X [101] Sydor Wraith [102]

sensor CCD sCMOS sCMOS

frame rate 0.2 fps 44-74 fps 24-48 fps

pixels 2048x2048 2048x2048 2048x2048

pixel Size 13.5 µm 6.5 µm 11 µm

readout-noise 7.0 e- 1.6 e- 1.6 e- / 2.6 e-

dark currenta 0.0004 @ −80◦C 0.1 @−45◦C 0.5

pixel well depth 150000 e- 55000 e- 80000 e-

QE (@13.5 nm) >85 % >95 % n/a

fill factor 100 % 100 % n/a

linearity >99 % >99.7 % n/a

ae-/pixel/s.

3. XUV tabletop ptychography

3.1. CDI and STM

Before discussing XUV ptychography, we revisit the principles of its predecessors, namely
coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) and scanning transmission microscopy (STM). Both techniques
are illustrated in Fig. 6 as they typically appear in a XUV tabletop experimental setup. Here we
assume the driving laser is upconverted via HHG to a polychromatic XUV beam. The XUV
beam is separated from the infrared (IR) driving laser by means of suitable filter membrane
or grazing incidence plates (not shown here) [104]. The remaining polychromatic XUV beam
is subsequently spectrally filtered to a single harmonic by means of a single or a cascade of
multilayer mirrors. At this stage, the setup geometries of CDI and STM differ from each other.
In CDI, a plane or weakly divergent wavefront illuminates the sample. The resulting diffraction
pattern is recorded on a pixelated detector, for instance a CCD or CMOS. The imaging task
is formulated as an inverse problem, typically solved by iterative optimization algorithms, as
described in more detail below. In STM, the sample is sequentially scanned through a focused
spot. Lateral movement of the sample allows a pixelwise information acquisition. In principle,
only a single-pixel detector such as a photo diode is needed, which records information about the
local transmissivity of the sample. The collected data is then rearranged into a two-dimensional
image.

We start with a more detailed description of CDI. We restrict this discussion to Fraunhofer
diffraction. For completeness we mention that highly curved and spatially extended wavefronts
have been used in CDI, which often result in an observation adequately approximated by
Fresnel diffraction [105–107]. In the Fraunhofer regime, the exit wave undergoes a spatial
Fourier transformation as it propagates from the sample exit plane to the observation plane,
where a pixelated detector records the intensity of the diffracted electric field. By lack of
phase information, the measured intensity cannot directly be back-propagated to form an image
of the sample. Alternative techniques such as holography [108] use an external reference
superimposed upon the diffracted wave, encoding the specimen’s phase information into the
recorded interference pattern. A priori knowledge of the reference wave enables unambiguous
and deterministic recovery of the sample phase information. However, generating a high
quality external reference beam in a typical XUV tabletop setup is highly non-trivial, since the
illumination suffers from aberrations induced by all optics upstream of the specimen. In addition,
wavefront splitting as well as recombination optics downstream of the sample, each introducing
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Fig. 6. Comparison of CDI and STM experimental configurations: (a) In CDI a sample
is illuminated with a plane or weakly curved illumination to produce a far field diffraction
pattern on a pixelated detector. (b) In STM a sample is raster scanned through a strongly
focused beam. In principle, only a single-pixel detector is needed to measure a transmission
image of the sample. An order sorting aperture (OSA) is required to block the undiffracted
signal contributions from the Fresnel zone plate.

additional absorptive losses and aberrations, would be required. In Fourier transform holography
(FTH) [109–111] this problem is bypassed by placing a small pinhole in the vicinity of the
sample of interest, generating a high-quality reference wave. However, FTH requires elaborate
nanofabrication techniques, which may not be suitable for some wide field of view or biological
samples. Unlike FTH, CDI takes a reference-free approach to solve the phase problem. Here the
sample is confined in lateral extent, which is also referred to as a finite support. Because the
sample and observation plane are Fourier conjugates, a sufficiently small sample size renders the
detector signal effectively bandlimited, typically referred to as oversampled in the CDI literature
[112]. The idea of oversampling dates back to the 1950s, when Sayre conjectured that direct
crystallographic structure determination is possible from oversampling x-ray diffraction data.
The argument was that oversampling would enable to trace zero crossings in the diffraction data,
effectively determining sign changes, the most basic form of phase information and sufficient
in the presence of other symmetry constraints in certain crystallographic problems. In the
1970s, Fienup proposed a class of iterative phase retrieval algorithms, which recover phase
information in the presence of positivity constraints [113]. While positivity is not applicable to
general, complex-valued waves, it can be used in synthetic aperture radar (SAR). In SAR the
Van Cittert-Zernike theorem establishes a Fourier transform relationship between an incoherent
source intensity, for which positivity applies, and its far-field degree of spatial coherence [91].
A recent prominent example is the Event-Horizon-Telescope, which produced the first image
of a black hole by virtue of SAR [114]. In the 1980s, Fienup also observed that a Fourier
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diffraction intensity in conjunction with strong knowledge of the finite support of a sample suffice
to reconstruct complex-valued specimens, replacing positivity in earlier work. The word "strong"
here refers to the early observation that a priori available knowledge about the support has to be
precise in terms of size and shape and that certain topologies (e.g. separated, non-overlapping
ellipses) work better than others (for instance non-convex but contiguous supports) [115]. Almost
half a century after Sayre’s proposal and a decade after Fienup’s work, Miao et al. successfully
demonstrated the first x-ray CDI experiment at a synchrotron source [22]. This new technique
rapidly gained momentum in the synchrotron and free-electron laser (FEL) communities. At
synchrotrons CDI has been used for biological and three dimensional imaging [92,116]. At
FELs it found application in so called "diffract-and-destroy" single particle imaging, where
femtosecond x-ray pulses diffract from a crystalline structure before radiation damage sets in
[117,118]. Progress in algorithm development enabled iterative estimation of a tight support [26]
(compare Fig. 7) as well as the correct alignment of randomly oriented single particles [119]
along with the phase of the diffracted wave - both important results for experimental practice,
where strong support and orientation knowledge is otherwise hard to come by.

Fig. 7. Typical algorithmic workflow in CDI as described in [26]. An initial estimate for
the object is propagated into the detector plane (FFT: fast Fourier transform). There its
modulus is replaced by the measured data. The updated Fourier estimate is backpropagated
into the sample plane (iFFT: inverse fast Fourier transform). From the updated real space
estimate, an improved support can be extracted. A finite support constraint, together with
potentially other a priori knowledge of the sample, if enforced to get an improved real
space estimate of the sample. The algorithm iterates until no further progress is made, as
judged by the difference between the Fourier estimate and the measured data. The colormap
encodes modulus and phase of the reconstructed field as brightness and hue, respectively.
An example shrink wrap code is publicly available at [120].

The advances in the synchrotron community were paralleled by constant improvements in
the available flux from tabletop HHG sources. In 2007, Sandberg et al. reported the first CDI
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experiment with a tabletop HHG source [23]. In the XUV range, the lensless operation mode of
CDI was a much needed addition to existing techniques in order to avoid the aforementioned
disadvantages of lens-based full field microscopes. However, the low penetration depth of XUV
as compared to x-rays restricted the application of CDI to thin samples. An important step
forward in CDI was its generalization to reflection geometries, where the sample and observation
plane are non-coplanar [121]. Towards grazing incidence, i.e. an angle between the sample
surface normal and the optical axis close to 90°. High numerical aperture (NA) correction
strategies were reported that allowed CDI to approach wavelength-scale lateral resolution at
XUV wavelengths [122–124]. Combinations of CDI with Fourier transform spectroscopy have
been reported, that principally open up spectral tuning [125] and wavelength-resolved imaging
[126,127]. Combinations of CDI and shearing interferometry have been developed, which
coherently superimpose a differentially shifted version of the detector wave with itself, thereby
directly encoding the phase gradient [128,129]. We note that both spatial and temporal coherence
requirements in CDI have been investigated [130,131]. More information is found in several
excellent reviews covering CDI and its underlying algorithmic techniques [24,25,27,28,132–135].

We now turn to a brief overview of STM, where we restrict our discussion mainly to the
short-wavelength regime. In 1951, Young and Roberts proposed the first optical scanning
microcsope to avoid loss of light and aberrations associated with imperfect lenses [136]. Two
years later Pattee theoretically described a STM configuration using a microfocus x-ray tube [137].
In 1956, two articles appeared side by side in the same issue of the journal Nature, reporting
STM with ultraviolet [138] and hard x-ray [139] radiation. The first STM at a synchrotron source
was reported in 1972 by Horowitz and Howell [140], who used a 2 µm pinhole to create a x-ray
scanning probe. However, the lateral resolution in STMs is limited by the size of the illuminating
beam [141,142]. An important step towards smaller spot sizes was made in 1984 by Rarback
et al., who demagnified a 30 µm aperture by means of a Fresnel zone plate (ZP) into a 300 nm
focal spot [143,144]. This experimental geometry has subsequently been refined to achieve a
lateral resolution of 25 nm in a highly focused synchrotron beam [145]. Chapman demonstrated
a Wigner distribution deconvolution (WDD) on x-ray STM data as early as 1996 [146]. While
WDD techniques are memory consumptive and in the form reported by Chapman require a
priori knowledge of the focal spot, they are an important precursor to later memory efficient
ptychographic deconvolution algorithms and remain important from a theoretical perspective
[10]. Apart from the synchrotron community, the first tabletop XUV scanning microscope was
demonstrated in 1989 by Trail and Byer [12], who reported a laser-produced plasma source
focused by means of a Schwartzschild objective to achieve a spot size of 500 nm. An HHG-based
scanning microscope was developed by Früke et al. with a resolution better than 1 µm [14].

Similar to CDI, STM is a lensless technique, since no imaging optics are used. Nevertheless,
CDI and STM perform rather differently in terms of resolution, speed, and multimodality.
Considering lateral resolution, illumination optics are typically employed in STM to produce a
small focal spot, while in CDI the illumination wavefront is expanded and at most weakly curved.
In contrast to CDI, STM requires only a single-pixel detector, although extensions to segmented
detectors have been demonstrated and open up the possibility of differential phase contrast
imaging [141,142,147]. In the theoretical limit of an infinitely small detection numerical aperture
(NAd), STM produces a scanning micrograph at the resolution of the spot size produced by the
illumination optics. On the other hand, in CDI a perfectly coherent plane wave illumination,
which by definition corresponds to a negligible illumination numerical aperture (NAi), can
produce a reconstructed image with a resolution only limited by the detection numerical aperture
- provided appreciable photon flux is recorded at the highest diffraction angles accessible by the
detector. Summarizing, the lateral resolution in STM is primarily limited by the illumination NA,
while in CDI the detection NA is the key factor. While the illumination NA can experimentally
be controlled, signal at high detection angles in CDI is only observed for strongly scattering
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specimens. Thus, arguably STM has the advantage over CDI that it delivers a high lateral
resolution independent of the particular specimen choice.

Another consideration is speed. While visible light STMs typically operate with galvo mirrors,
which rapidly steer a focused beam over a sample of interest, it is more challenging to obtain a
uniform spot in x-ray STMs using beam steering [148]. X-ray STMs require an order-sorting
aperture (OSA), which blocks unwanted diffraction orders from the ZP. The combination of ZP
and OSA would result in a highly position-dependent focal spot, if one attempted to illuminate
the ZP with angularly varying plane waves. It is therefore preferred to have a stationary focal
spot and scan the sample by means of a high-resolution translation stage. Thus CDI is principally
single-shot, which justifies its use in femtosecond crystallography, while STM is inherently slow
due to mechanical translation of the sample.

Finally, we consider multimodal imaging. The workhorse for chemical sensitivity in x-ray
data analysis is fluorescence. In contrast to CDI and other wide field techniques, STM can be
combined with fluorescence detection, thanks to the confinement of high intensities to a localized
spot. In this configuration, an energy-resolved single-pixel detector is added to the experimental
setup. Unlike the elastically scattered coherent radiation, which is mainly detected in the beam
propagation direction, the incoherent fluorescence signal is emitted omnidirectionally, which
allows its detection off-axis. Moreover, there is no need to image the fluorescence signal via
optical elements, since it can be attributed to the focal spot, enabling direct localization. A wide
field geometry would require imaging optics, which for hard x-rays are either highly dispersive
(ZPs, compound refractive lenses) or suffer from space-variance and low acceptance angles
(curved mirrors) [149]. Wide field techniques would also require pixelated, energy-resolved
detectors. Although such detectors exist, they do not feature the required resolution for wide
field imaging with large space-bandwidth product. Because the fluorescence yield diminishes
at photon energies below the water window [150], we do not see an efficient route towards
fluorescence detection in the XUV in the near-future. However, fluorescence detection could
become relevant when high-flux high harmonic sources in the water window become readily
available [151]. Other contrast modalities such as second harmonic generation, which has
recently been experimentally demonstrated in the XUV [152] with an observed efficiency of 2%,
could become a feasible route towards multimodal XUV STM.

3.2. Ptychography: algorithmic workflow and sampling considerations

In ptychography, the single-pixel detector in a STM configuration is replaced by a pixelated
detector. This modification would be of no consequence if the sample would be illuminated with
a point-like illumination, resulting in only one type of signal that can be sent from the sample
to the detector - a spherical wave. In practice, however, the spot size is spatially extended and
the variety of signals that can be sent from the sample combinatorially grows with increasing
spot sizes. A single-pixel detector would simply integrate over each diffraction intensity, while a
pixelated detector allows to distinguish between different signals. While using a loosely focused
beam is still required to meet certain sampling requirements in ptychography (detailed below),
the measured signal now also contains characteristic interferences, which are indicative of spatial
frequency content present in the sample and illumination. We may invoke the analogy of a
ptychographic data set to sheet music. The latter describes a piece of music by specifying
frequencies played at particular time signatures, thus simultaneously providing time and frequency
information. However, while a recording of a musical score can be time-frequency analyzed to
fully retrieve an accurate description of the musical piece at hand, at optical frequencies the
diffraction pattern lacks phase information. We thus face a similar problem as in CDI. Unlike in
CDI where a priori knowledge is required, in ptychography the sample is translated such that
adjacent scan positions laterally overlap (see Fig. 8(a)). In this way, every object position is
measured multiple times, effectively overconstraining the phase problem and avoiding the need
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for prior information, apart from the knowledge of the positions provided by the encoder of the
scanning stage. Thus ptychography is often described as a scanning version of CDI, although it is
equally true to describe it as a diffraction-resolved version of STM. The first statement emphasizes
that in ptychography diffraction patterns are recorded which lack phase information, similar to
CDI. The second statement underlines that ptychography involves sample scanning - similar to
STM - with the additional ingredient of spatially overlapping positions enabling phase retrieval.

Fig. 8. (a) Algorithmic workflow in ptychography: 1) Select scan position, 2) form exit
wave, 3) propagate, 4) modulus projection, 5) back-propagate, 6) apply probe and object
gradients. (b) Sampling requirements in ptychography from which pixel size ∆x and probe
field of view L follow. Panel (b) assumes Fraunhofer or Fresnel diffraction.

Figure 8(a) shows the algorithmic principle of ptychography. We assume an STM setup
(compare Fig. 6(b)) with the single-pixel detector replaced by a CCD or CMOS camera. As
shown in Fig. 8(a), the sample (blue region) is translated such that illuminated regions laterally
overlap. Here the green and orange circles indicate the beam’s footprint on the sample, which is
assumed to be larger than the beam. After randomizing the initial object and probe estimate,
an iterative algorithm performs the following steps: (1) Select a scan position. (2) At the given
position, form estimated exit surface (ESW) wave ψ downstream of the specimen; in Fig. 8(a) the
thin element approximation is assumed, modeling the ESW as a product of incident beam P and
object O. (3) Propagate ESW to detector plane. (4) Replace modulus of the estimated detector
wave with the square root of the measured diffraction intensity. Keep the phase of the estimated
detector wave. Step (4) is referred to as the modulus projection. (5) Back-propagate the updated
detector wave to the sample plane. (6) Apply gradients to the local object patch (blue square) and
probe (orange). Repeat steps (1) to (6). The green circle illustrates the probe of a possible choice
for the second selected position. The overlap (yellow region) with the previous scan position now
puts the algorithm into a better situation than what it started from: The first cycle through steps
(1) to (6) has already improved the probe and sample estimate, thus enabling propagation of
information between adjacent positions. Although this exchange of information between adjacent
positions is non-interferometric, it enables computational phase retrieval. We note that many
variations of steps (1) to (6) in the iterative optimization procedure exist, including multiple
scattering models in thick specimens [153–155], modified propagators accounting for near-field
effects [156] and curvature correction in high NA as well as reflection geometries [121,123,157],
partial coherence [158–160], various types of self-calibration routines of the experimental setup
[161–164], and accelerated gradient techniques [165–167]. A comprehensive overview of these
techniques is given in [10].

Figure 8(b) shows the most typical sampling conditions encountered in XUV ptychography.
We assume an experimental geometry has a Fresnel number F = L2/λz ≲ 1 on the order of
1 or smaller. Here λ, z and L denote wavelength, sample-detector distance, and the numerical
probe field of view, respectively. Under the aforementioned circumstances, propagation from
the sample to the detector plane is described by the Fresnel or Fraunhofer diffraction integrals,
which differ only by a quadratic phase factor [168]. The relevant quadratic phase factor is equal
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for all scan positions. Therefore it can be absorbed into the reconstructed probe estimate and
may be ignored unless one is interested in quantitative wavefront diagnostics. In this case, the
quadratic phase has to be compensated to get quantitative estimates for the probe wavefront. For
both Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction, the pixel size ∆x in the sample plane is given by

∆x = λz/D, (1)

where D is the size of the detector. The smallest resolvable element in the sample plane is
inversely proportional to the largest measurable signal distance in the detector plane - a direct
consequence of the uncertainty relation for signals that form Fourier transform pairs [169]. We
emphasize that the pixel size ∆x is generally not equal to the lateral resolution to be expected
in the final experiment. For the lateral resolution to approach the pixel size limit, also called
diffraction-limited resolution, sufficient signal to noise at high angles in the diffraction data
is required. When sufficient photon flux at high angles is available, the experimenter may
decrease the wavelength and/or the sample-detector distance to improve the lower bound set by
the diffraction limit. The second sampling condition is the probe field of view L given by

L = λz/∆q, (2)

where ∆q is the detector pixel size (after optional binning). Here the largest distance in the object
plane that can be sampled from a single diffraction pattern, the probe field of view, is inversely
proportional to the smallest feature in the detector, the pixel size. In the planning stage of an
XUV ptychography experiment it is important to select focusing optics that confine the beam to a
size smaller than the probe field of view. In typical XUV ptychography setups the probe field
of view is limited to a few up to tens of micrometers. In case that the physical probe is larger
than the numerical limit set by the finite probe field of view, the diffraction data is undersampled.
Although algorithms [170,171] for ptychography exist that increase the effective probe field of
view by subsampling the detector pixels, undersampling should - if possible - be avoided in the
planning stage of a ptychographic beamline. Subsampling increases computational overhead and
requires higher overlap between scan positions in order to allow recovery of the missing subpixel
information, ultimately necessitating higher data throughput and longer scan times. It is typically
experimentally easier to either reduce the probe spot size or increase the sample-detector distance
(at the expense of diffraction-limited resolution).

A practical consequence from Eqns. 1 and 2 for XUV ptychography is that the reconstruction
pixel size scales with wavelength. While it poses no additional experimental challenges when
polychromatic radiation is used, it is a particular concern for data analysis. The problem is that if
the probe field of view is wavelength dependent, then addressing the object patch at each scan
position is a function of wavelength, complicating the arrays that keep track of the pixels limits
in each object patch. In addition, multispectral ptychography can benefit from regularization,
where for instance differences in the spectral object reconstructions at neighboring wavelengths
are penalized to enforce spectral continuity. Such regularization techniques are significantly
easier to be implemented if the spectral object estimates reside on a sampling grid that is the
same for all wavelengths involved. There are two main approaches that enable uniform grids in
multispectral ptychography. (1) Zero padding the estimated detector wave before and cropping
the updated exit wave after back-propagation into the sample [172]; (2) two-step propagators,
which utilize an angular spectrum propagator combined with a Fresnel propagator to rescale the
pixel size [96]. While the first approach comes at the price of a certain amount of pixel index
bookkeeping and a slight increase in computational complexity, the second approach requires
two Fourier transforms with the same number of pixels as the original probe field of view.
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3.3. XUV Ptychography: experimental configurations and state of the art

The most common XUV ptychography experimental configurations are shown in Fig. 9. Panel
(a) depicts a transmission-mode setup, where a camera is placed coplanar to and downstream of
a transilluminated sample. In a transmission-mode experimental geometry far-field diffraction is
modeled by a Fourier transform operation. Figure 9(b) shows a reflection-mode setup, where the
sample and detector are non-coplanar. Far-field diffraction in a non-coplanar reflection-mode
setup may be computed via a Fourier transform followed by an additional interpolation step in
the detector plane to take into account curvature effects that arise in non-coplanar diffraction
geometries [121,157]. Figure 9(c-e) show possible illumination optics for XUV ptychography.
So far, reflective mirrors are the most typical choices, due to their capability to monochromatize
the incoming XUV beam when multilayer coatings are present. The first XUV ptychography
demonstration (see Fig. 10(a)) employed a spherical multilayer mirror in a reflection-mode
geometry [11]. Shortly after, a reflection-mode ptychography experiment employing an ellipsoidal
mirror was reported [173]. In a transmission-mode geometry (see Fig. 10(b)), reflective optics can
be combined with a pinhole placed close to the focal plane in order to clip the tails of the focal spot.
This produces a highly localized beam with additional benefits resulting from additional spatial
frequencies introduced by the pinhole edges [174]. Transmission-mode XUV ptychography
was first demonstrated in [175], where a combination of a single spherical multilayer mirror
and a pinhole close to the focal plane was used. In reflection mode ptychography adding a
pinhole close to the focal plane is no option; because the sample is tilted, there is an immediate
requirement for a large working distance to any optical elements upstream. An alternative
to reflective optics are diffractive focusing optics. Zone plates (ZPs) are typically used in
conjunction with order-selecting apertures (OSAs), which filter the first diffraction order which is
used for focusing from unwanted radiation (see Fig. 9(d)). ZPs enable high numerical aperture
beam focusing at relatively large working distances; the OSA may be placed relatively far
upstream of the focal plane (several millimeters for XUV radiation). In addition, zone plates
may be used for holographic beam shaping to create functional beams carrying, for instance,
orbital angular momentum [32], or to create structured illumination, which has been shown to
significantly improve reconstruction quality in ptychography [174,176–179]. The first XUV
ptychography experiment employing a zone plate for beam structuring was demonstrated in
[96], where wavefront sensing on a multispectral beam was reported (see Fig. 11). While
amplitude-modulating transmissive ZPs are limited to approximately 10% efficiency, reflective
phase-modulating ZPs could principally reach higher diffraction efficiencies. However such
reflective ZPs are considerably more complicated to fabricate, as they require larger aspect ratios
and curvature corrections when used in non-coplanar focusing geometries. Other illumination
optics such as Schwartzschild objectives may find applications in XUV ptychography in the
future. The latter are interesting candidates as they reach high numerical aperture and exhibit an
annular diffraction cone, which could mitigate dynamic range limitations in recording diffraction
patterns that are strongly peaked in the on-axis or specular direction.

A few practical considerations are worth being addressed here. As seen from Fig. 5, the
XUV spectral range offers the chance for element-specific microscopy. Transmission- or
reflection-mode ptychography may be used to measure both amplitude and phase change
upon transmission/reflection. A first step into this direction was done by Zhang et al., who
reported a multispectral reflection-mode ptychography experiment with 4 harmonics present
in the illumination [95], resulting in a scan of polychromatic diffraction patterns recorded on a
monochromatic camera. The challenges in disentangling incoherent signal mixtures added up
on a detector are surmounted by the large amount of data available in ptychography, afforded
through oversampling and overlap. Both partial spatial coherence [158] and multiple colors in
the illumination [159] may be solved for. This is particularly relevant for XUV ptychography,
since scanning the photon energy and carrying out separate monochromatic scans is both
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Fig. 9. Typical operation modes in ptychography: (a) transmission and (b) reflection. A
variety of reflective and diffractive optics may be used to focus radiation onto the specimen:
(c) spherical, toroidal, or ellipsoidal mirror with optional pinhole, (d) zone plate and
order-selecting aperture, (e) Schwartzschild objective.

Fig. 10. Experimental demonstrations of microscopy and wavefront sensing via XUV
ptychography. (a) Reflection-mode (45◦ angle of incidence, 29 nm wavelength; repro-
duced from [11] with permission from OSA), (b) transmission-mode (18 nm wavelength;
reproduced from [180], used under CC BY 4.0 / with modifications of the depicted field of
view), (c) XUV bio-imaging of hippocampal mouse neurons (29 nm wavelength; reproduced
from [181], used under CC BY 4.0 / we annotated the scale bar).

technologically challenging and time-consuming. However, comparing the multispectral results
reported by Zhang et al. [95] to the monochromatic results reported by the same group on the
same specimen a year earlier [173], one could easily draw the conclusion that multispectral
ptychography is not robust and leads to reconstruction artefacts. However, the multispectral XUV
ptychography measurements reported in [95] were performed using a relatively smooth beam,
generated from an ellipsoidal mirror. For multispectral ptychography to work robustly, it is highly
beneficial to use a structured illumination profile. For instance, the visible light experiments in the
supplementary information in [96] separated 7 simultaneously measured spectral contributions
from a monochromatic detector. In particular, a direct comparison of structured and smooth
illumination profiles showed clear improvements in spectral reconstructions for the structured
beams [96]. It is thus of critical importance to explore multispectral beam shaping concepts to
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Fig. 11. Ptychographic wavefront sensing on a multispectral structured beam. (a) SEM of
zone plate for XUV beam shaping, (b) 1 out of 252 diffraction patterns in the ptychography
scan (scale bar shows AD counts on a logartihmic scale), (c-g) top row: ptychographic
reconstruction, bottom row: simulation from known ZP profile. Only 5 our of a total of 9
reconstructed spectral wavefronts that are shown. Reproduced from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 from
[96] under OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement / we rearranged the panels.

unlock the currently unused potential of multispectral XUV ptychography for chemical sensitivity.
The second route towards element specificity is to perform multiple ptychography scans, where
the specimen tilt against the optical axis is varied while the photon energy is fixed. Because the
specular direction changes proportionally to the angle of incidence, such an experimental setup
requires additional rotation stages for sample and detector. An angle-resolved reflection-mode
ptychography experiment has recently been reported by Tanksalvala et al. [94].

Before proceeding, we shortly summarize the capabilities of ptychography as compared to
its predecessors STM and CDI. As shown in Table 2, ptychography has unique advantages over
both STM and CDI. As compared to CDI, ptychography allows to access amplitude and phase
contrast without the need for a priori knowledge and at theoretically unlimited object field of
view. These advantages come at the cost of speed. While single-shot ptychography variants have
been proposed, they sacrifice lateral resolution as the detector is segmented into smaller tiles,
decreasing the detection NA [182]. Thus CDI (and its close relative FTH) are typically chosen
when speed is critical and lensless imaging is the only option. As compared to STM, ptychography
decouples the lateral resolution from the illumination spot size. Although ptychography still
requires an illumination that is localized within the probe field of view (compare Eq. (2)), the
lateral resolution can be orders of magnitude smaller than the spot size [32]. This is achieved
via illumination wavefront sensing and its deconvolution from the object, which is a unique
advantage of ptychography over CDI/STM and the key to unlock quantitative amplitude and
phase information. A critical and arguably not fully understood topic is the resolution limit that
may be achieved by ptychography. While the pixel size is mainly determined by the size of the
detector, a highly structured illumination can be used to exceed the diffraction limit set by the
detection NA [183]. However, this so-called superresolution ptychography requires a structured
beam with high spatial frequency content, which is challenging to generate for XUV wavelengths.
For strongly scattering specimens a wavelength-scale lateral resolution can be achieved with
current XUV ptychography systems [173,180,181,184]. However, strongly scattering samples
typically yield detectable signals at high detection angles before the detector dynamic range limit
is reached. For samples that scatter mainly in the forward or specular direction, the detector
dynamic range is a limiting factor: the central pixels are typically overexposed before appreciable
flux at high angles can be recorded. At synchrotron beamlines, high NA illumination optics (zone
plates, Kirckpatrick-Baez, and compount refractive lenses [185,186]) are typically used such
that the 0-th order forward scattering cone is distributed over many pixels. At XUV wavelengths
similar high-NA illumination optics are currently missing, underlining once more the need for
the development of novel XUV wavefront focusing and structuring concepts.
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Table 2. Comparison of key attributes and performance measures of CDI, STM,
and ptychography. QPI: quantitative phase imaging;

CDI STM ptychography

illumination extended/plane wave tightly focused loosely focused

detector pixelated single-pixel pixelated

speed single-shot scanning scanning

QPI limitedb limitedc amplitude + phase contrast

a priori knowledge required not required not required

wavefront sensing not possible not possible probe recovery

resolutiona λ/NAd spot size data-driven

object field of view limited unlimited unlimited

afull period lateral resolution;
bdependent on amount of a priori knowledge;
bpossible with segmented detector [187], but beam contribution is not separated from object.

4. Applications

4.1. XUV wavefront sensing

While ptychography was conceived as an imaging technique, its ability to simultaneously retrieve
the complex electric field of the probe beam [34,188,189] provides additional opportunities
for wavefront sensing as well. In fact, comparing the achievable transverse resolution and
phase sensitivity, ptychographic wavefront sensing turns out to be a competitive approach for
characterizing XUV beams. The main lensless approaches to wavefront sensing, as applied
to XUV beam characterization, are Hartmann sensors [190], point diffraction interferometry
[191,192], lateral shearing interferometry [193], and point-scanning methods [194]. A Hartmann
mask contains a regular array of apertures, which is placed in front of an image sensor. The
recorded spot pattern can be compared to a reference grid, providing information on the local
wavefront tilt. Hartmann sensors gained popularity as a straightforward measurement method
with a fast and direct reconstruction technique, but the finite distance between apertures limits both
the transverse resolution and the maximum detectable phase gradient. Thus Hartmann sensors
are typically applicable on expanded wavefronts only, although variations have been reported
that allow using them for focused XUV beams in conjunction with phase retrieval [195]. A
higher transverse resolution may be obtained through interferometric methods: point-diffraction
interferometry is largely analogous to Fourier-transform holography as used in XUV imaging,
while lateral shearing is a form of self-referenced holography too. In such methods, the ability
to discern fringe patterns determines the maximum detectable phase tilt, while accuracy is
mainly determined by the reference beam. Some of these methods, in particular point-scanning
and Hartmann masks, have been adapted to enable wavelength-resolved wavefront sensing of
broadband HHG sources [194,196].

As the probe field reconstruction in ptychography has the same resolution and phase accuracy
as the object reconstruction, a ptychography-based wavefront sensor (WFS) can achieve state-
of-the-art performance and beyond for characterizing x-ray and XUV [30–32,34,197,198] as
well as visible-light [188,199] and near-infrared beams [33]. Such a WFS basically consists of a
ptychographic scanning setup, but includes an object structure that is optimized to provide strong
high-angle diffraction over a large area, to ensure optimal use of the available detection NA and
field-of-view. In addition, the object structure may be assumed known, to improve algorithm
convergence especially in the first iterations and reduce the required amount of data that needs to
be measured. To satisfy oversampling, either the beam itself should be localized as is commonly
the case in ptychographic imaging, or the object can be chosen as a limited-aperture scatterer
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to enable wavefront sensing of extended beams. Moreover, the simplest forward model in
ptychography assumes that the wavefront is stable throughout the entire scan, although techniques
have been reported that relax the stability assumption [198].

A major application of wavefront sensing is the characterisation of aberrations in near-
diffraction-limited focusing, aiming to express a wavefront in terms of lower-order Zernike
polynomials. At XUV wavelengths, this has been shown to be feasible through ptychography even
when considerable pointing instabilities are present in the beam [198]. However, ptychographic
wavefront sensing enables more advanced applications, such as the characterization of strongly
focused and/or highly structured beams [31,32,176–178], as well as of partially spatially coherent
and multi-wavelength beams through a mixed state decomposition of the probe beam [158,159].
As all HHG beams are multi-wavelength in nature, ptychographic wavefront sensing provides
a powerful characterization tool for such complex beams. Quantitatively accurate wavefront
sensing of complex focused beams enables the characterization of diffractive optical elements,
such as Fresnel zone plates and various beam-shaping devices for XUV and soft-X-ray radiation
[32,96]. An example of such ptychographic wavefront sensing of multi-spectral complex beams
is shown in Fig. 11: here, a HHG beam is focused using a zone plate with additional features,
and subsequently characterized using ptychography. The resulting highly structured wavefronts
for all individual harmonics could be retrieved at ∼ 250 nm full-pitch spatial resolution, close to
the detection NA limit [96].

4.2. Ultrashort pulse characterization

The algorithmic concept of ptychography can be extended to other scanning-probe-type measure-
ment schemes that require subsequent phase retrieval. The characterization of ultrashort light
pulses is such an application area where iterative phase retrieval has become a standard ap-
proach, and recent work has led to the development of time-domain ptychography for pulse
characterization [200,201]. For one of the most widespread ultrashort pulse characterization
methods, known as frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [202], the measurement geometry
is in fact almost identical. Ptychographic reconstructions can be performed on FROG datasets
with superior performance [203], also enabling the ptychographic approach to dealing with
partial coherence [204]. A major advantage of time-domain ptychography over projection-based
FROG retrieval algorithms is the significantly smaller number of measurements needed. This
data reduction ability results from the difference in resolution limits: in ptychography, the
achievable time resolution only comes from the frequency space sampling, while in projection
algorithms the temporal scan step size is an additional limitation [200,203]. The extension to
XUV pulse characterization is technically challenging, as time-domain ptychography requires a
nonlinear interaction between a probe and object pulse to provide the ’probe times object’-type
forward model needed for the ptychographic reconstruction. A solution is the use of ’streaking’:
temporally overlapping the short ’object’ XUV pulse and an extended ’probe’ infrared pulse in a
gas jet results in ionization, in which the resulting electron kinetic energy contains an XUV-IR
two-photon component that provides the required product. This approach has been used to
reconstruct complex-shaped XUV pulses, even down to the attosecond range [205–207].

4.3. Application perspective of ptychography

High-resolution imaging is an important diagnostic technique in almost every area of science.
Ptychographic imaging methods using XUV radiation are also finding their way towards
applications, with various proof-of-concept experiments already demonstrating its promise. The
two main strengths of XUV imaging are the potential for high spatial resolution, and the ability to
obtain element-specific contrast. In addition, the penetration depth into many materials can be on
the order of several hundred nanometers (depending on the exact photon energy), which enables
inspection of thin samples in transmission, as well as sub-surface probing of thicker structures
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in reflection. When comparing HHG-based imaging to electron microscopy, it is actually the
combination of all these aspects that makes HHG-based imaging more attractive for certain use
cases, rather than a comparison based on spatial resolution alone.

Ptychography with HHG sources has been used to characterize lithographic nanostructures
on EUV lithography masks, in a so-called actinic inspection configuration [208]. The authors
use 13.5 nm wavelength radiation, spectrally filtered from a HHG source, in a reflection
ptychography configuration at 6◦ incident angle. As this configuration is identical to how
such a mask is illuminated in a lithography scanner, it allows quantitative characterization of
amplitude and phase defects. The ability to image mask structures in phase and amplitude and
to detect nanoscale defects is shown to be feasible, although the challenge remains to meet the
stringent speed requirements of the semiconductor industry. We note that similar efforts are
underway at synchrotron facilities, with encouraging results [209,210]. High-resolution imaging
of lithographic nanostructures with chemical sensitivity was recently achieved by analyzing
absolute reflectivities compared to model stack calculations [211], and further advanced through
ptychographic measurements over a range of incident angles [94]. Furthermore, dynamic imaging
of nanoscale surface acoustic waves was reported, through ptychographic imaging with XUV
pulses preceded by an infrared pump pulse at a set time delay [212]. Physical chemistry is another
field where high-resolution imaging with element-sensitivity may have significant impact, as
recent work on ptychographic imaging of colloidal crystals demonstrates [213]. Ptychographic
imaging and wavefront sensing have also been used to study high-intensity laser matter interaction
[214], as well as nonlinear ionization dynamics in laser-plasma amplifiers [215].

Another area where high-resolution XUV ptychography may have a significant impact is
biological imaging. In particular, the water-window spectral range provides natural contrast
for imaging carbon-based structures in an aqueous environment. This contrast mechanism has
been established using imaging experiments with synchrotrons and plasma-based soft-X-ray
sources (see e.g. [216,217]), also including ptychography [39,218]. While phase-matched HHG
sources have been demonstrated in this wavelength range and beyond [82,219,220], limited
flux combined with low scattering contrast result in high-resolution tabletop ptychography still
being an outstanding challenge. That ptychographic bio-imaging is also possible at longer XUV
wavelengths was shown by Baksh et al. [181], who imaged fixed neuronal structures at high
spatial resolution, and demonstrated excellent correlation with super-resolution fluorescence
microscopy while obtaining complementary structural information in a label-free measurement
(see Fig. 10(c)).

The application perspective of ptychography with HHG sources is bright, as it enables XUV
imaging with a compact, laboratory-based tabletop setup, which has large advantages in terms of
versatility and availability, but also facilitates industrial adoption of the technology. At various
synchrotron facilities, ptychography beamlines have been established that are already serving a
large and varied scientific and industrial community. Advances in HHG source development
are now starting to enable HHG-based ptychography as well, and especially in the industrially
relevant wavelength range around 13.5 nm advanced imaging platforms are being developed
[179,221,222].

4.4. Towards 3D imaging

Aside from specific applications such as characterization of surfaces and thin films, the ability
to image objects in three dimensions is of crucial importance. To date, 3D ptychography has
been performed in various forms. Ptychographic X-ray computed tomography (PXCT) was the
first three-dimensional ptychography technique that was demonstrated [223–225]. In PXCT the
sample translation stage is complemented by an additional rotation stage, allowing to illuminate
a 3D sample of interest from different directions. At each sample rotation a complete lateral 2D
ptychography scan is performed. At hard x-rays, where multiple scattering of small volumina may
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be neglected, PXCT thus measures a sequence of projections which may be put together using
techniques from ordinary computed tomography to produce a 3D image of a sample of interest.
At XUV radiation, PXCT has so far not been implemented. Both the high absorption of most
samples and multiple scattering effects make PXCT appreciably more challenging with XUV
radiation as compared to hard x-rays. Another approach to 3D imaging is multislice ptychography
[153]. This approach uses the beam propagation method (BPM) which treats 3D specimens as a
sequence of 2D layers, each of which scatter only in the forward direction. With visible light,
up to 34 individual slices could be reconstructed and a combination of multislice ptychography
and PXCT has been proposed, allowing for scattering inside the sample [153,155,226]. For
multislice ptychography the axial slice separation capability of ptychography is on the order
of the depth of field (DoF), which scales with λ/NA2

d. Features separated by axial distances
smaller than the DoF appear within the same slice or cross-talk between slices [154]. Thus we
believe multislice ptychography at XUV wavelengths has a limited application perspective on
only carefully selected specimens, consisting of multiple layers separated by a distance larger
than the DoF. To illustrate this, at an XUV wavelength of 13.5 nm and a detection NA of 0.4, the
layer separation should at least be 100 nm. We note that interlayer cross-talk is a continuous effect
[154] and to get rid of it several hundreds of nanometers slice separation would be beneficial.

Another promising approach is ptychographic optical coherence tomography (POCT) [227].
Here a sequence of reflection-mode ptychography scans are carried out under variation of the
probe wavelength. Similar to frequency-domain optical coherence tomography (fd-OCT), this
approach allows to transform the reconstructions at each wavelength into a depth-resolved stack
of images. POCT is neither a point-scanning, nor a full-field OCT technique. Instead, an
extended probe in POCT is somewhat in between point-scanning and full field OCT, while a
separate interferometric reference arm is replaced by the computational phase retrieval capability
of ptychography (see [228] for a recent comprehensive overview of OCT modalities). Unlike
multislice ptychography, in POCT the depth resolution is driven by a broad spectral bandwidth
of the source and uncoupled from the detection NA. The resulting axial resolution, in the context
of OCT often called coherence gate, can be orders of magnitude smaller than the depth of field.
Coherence tomography in the XUV has already been demonstrated [229–232]. By combining a
broadband illumination in a reflection geometry with a grating spectrometer, impressive axial
resolutions (24 nm) have already been achieved. In these demonstrations, the lateral resolution
was however limited by the spotsize (20 µm). In POCT, the spot is deconvolved from the sample.
However, in POCT the probe is monochromatic requiring wavelength scanning. While the latter
step is easily carried out using a visible light or near-infrared swept-source, it remains a challenge
to transfer the technique to XUV wavelengths. However, broadband diffraction data can be
monochromatized by using XUV Fourier transform spectroscopy, as for instance reported in
[126,127]. In addition, recent progress in wavelength control over HHG sources [125] may open
up routes towards POCT at XUV wavelengths.

5. Conclusion

Advances in imaging technology have been a driver for new scientific discovery. Ptychographic
XUV imaging may well play a similar role, given the omnipresence of complex nanostructures
in both science and industry. Especially the quantitative imaging ability of ptychography
may prove important for metrology and diagnostic applications. In addition to the need for
quantitatively accurate imaging tools, the two main technical ingredients that have enabled
the emergence of XUV tabletop ptychography, are the rapid development of coherent imaging
techniques, and the significant advances in coherent flux generation from HHG sources in the
last decade. Ptychography with HHG sources opens up an array of scientific opportunities,
such as the sensitivity for ultrafast phenomena, depth-resolved imaging, and element-specific
analysis of thin specimens (transmission-mode) and surfaces (reflection-mode). The advent of
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fast XUV-sensitive CMOS cameras (see section 2.5) opens up new possibilities towards fast data
acquisition. Looking at all the progress so far, we identify four elements that will likely play a
key role in advancing XUV ptychography development in the next decade: (1) High-flux HHG
sources that enable high-resolution tabletop bio-imaging at soft-x-ray photon energies, including
the water window. (2) Energy-resolved transmission- and reflection-mode ptychography for
element-specific imaging. (3) XUV illumination engineering techniques to enable the generation
of structured and tailored beams at high illumination NA. Such XUV beam structuring will
facilitate phase contrast imaging on weakly scattering samples, and is important for fast and
robust multispectral ptychography. (4) Three-dimensional ptychography (POCT) using tabletop
XUV sources. As technology develops along these lines, the capabilities of XUV ptychography
will continuously improve. We expect both scientific applications and industrial metrology to
greatly benefit from such improvements, as XUV table-top ptychography gradually moves from
proof-of-concept experiments towards a general tool for high-resolution quantitative imaging.
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